‘SMART EQUIPMENT FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

IS THE EU FIT FOR INDUSTRY’

Wednesday 20 February 2019

18:30 to 22:00 Dinner Debate – Members’ Salon

European Parliament

PROGRAMME

17:45  Register for security EP passes at “EVENT, PARTICIPANTS & GUESTS” meeting point on esplanade Solidarnosc, European Parliament ASP Building, Place du Luxembourg side.

18:00  Cocktail Reception

18:30  WELCOME & INTRODUCTION BY THE CHAIR

• Anthea McIntyre MEP

18:35  KEYNOTE SPEECH FROM THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

• Phil HOGAN, EUROPEAN COMMISSION, European Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development

19:00  CEMA President – European Agricultural Machinery Profile

• Anthony VAN DER LEY, LEMKEN GmbH, CEO

19:10  SESSION 1 – CAN THE EU LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK DELIVER FOR ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND SOLUTIONS

▶ Companies led by

• Paul SNAUWAERT, CNH INDUSTRIAL, Vice President, Product Development and Engineering, Agricultural Product Line
• Dr Markus BALDINGER, POETTINGER, Chief Technology Officer
• Daniel AZEVEDO, COPA - COGECA, Director Commodities & Trade

▶ MEPs led from

• Ivan JACOVČIĆ MEP, (ALDE, Croatia), Agriculture & Rural Development Committee
• Frank BOGOVIC*, MEP, (EPP, Slovenia), Agriculture & Rural Development Committee
• Davor SKRLEC*, (GREEN, Croatia), Industry, Research & Energy Committee
• Clare MOODY*, (S&D, UK), Industry, Research & Energy Committee

20:00  Networking Dinner Break
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20:30 SESSION 2 – SUPPORTING INNOVATION IN FARMING TECHNOLOGIES AND FACILITATING UPTAKE
  ► Companies led by
  • Thomas Böck, CLAAS, Group President & Chief Technology Officer (research/Smart farming/precision agriculture)
  • Gilles DRYANCOUR, JOHN DEERE, Vice-President Public Affairs Europe (CAP reform)
  • Jannes MAES, CEJA European Council of Young Farmers, President
  ► MEPs led from
  • Maria GRAPINI, (S&D, Romania), Internal Market Committee
  • Thomas WAITZ, (GREEN/EFA, Austria), Agriculture & Rural Development Committee

21:15 ROMANIAN PRESIDENCY: UPDATE ON CAP AND HORIZON EUROPE NEGOTIATIONS

21:30 ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY & SOLUTIONS - SEEDING A FUTURE FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
  • Jérôme BANDRY, CEMA, Secretary General

21:45 CONCLUDING REMARKS by Antony FELL, EFM Secretary General

*to be confirmed